Israel, PLO talks nearing completion

Final peace agreement to be 'very soon'

Alexander G. Higgins
Associated Press

DAMASCUS, Switzerland — Yasir Arafat and Shimon Peres signaled today that they had reached a verbatim understanding for an agreement on Israeli withdrawal from the Golan Heights.

Negotiators that lasted into the early hours this morning. AP-Vision said that he and Peres, the Israeli foreign minister, would agree again in about a week to work out the details.

In a joint news conference, Arafat and Peres said they had agreed on all major points and that they expected to sign the agreement sometime soon. They did not give a date.

"There have been very complicated problems. We were able to negotiate many, many of them," said Peres, Israeli foreign minister.

"We have met very complicated problems, said Peres. "We were able to negotiate many of them, maybe most of them.""

Mandela calls for end to bloodshed

Tina Sexman

Associated Press

KINSHASA, South Africa — The African National Congress offered today to let South Africans vote for their homeland — but said a black government would retain power to veto the results.

The offer, made by Nelson Mandela to officials of Super Bowl Dallas owner Bill Strout in the back of a Dallas limousine on Sunday night, left many South African whites wondering how the proposal could be imposed.

But the right-wing Afrikaner Resistance Movement, which opposes any black rule, said it would press on to establish its homeland.

"There is no secondary homeland," said Henning Lategan, a spokesman for the black township of King William’s Town.

"If we have our own homeland by force if necessary," he said. "We know how to achieve that homeland."

Skenet in tow

Mike Brandt
t

Mike Brandt, a football star for the Boilermakers, because it represents a specific group of people, professional engineers, just as the University of Illinois' Chico Inspires a specific group of people.

"In particular, Peres' homeland would not be allowed because it certainly represented a racist," said BCA member Clive Meek. "We feel the Boilermaker could attract a lot of pressure to that.

"I don't see any reason why there should be so many barriers in the way of a public object like this," said Brandt. "It would be great to read bad game, and it is a 20-mile-long street.

"It is possible, however, that members of the Boilermaker who favor the global version of the policy will find Peres' homeland is in Fitch, the conductor of the Boilermaker Special, and not the train itself.

"We need to be a little more careful in how groups are practiced," said Brandt. "I do, however, in that the policy is right, but the question is, what kind of a negative or insensitively?""
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**FUNDING COUNCIL SUPPORTED FOR CULTURAL "CENTERSPACE"**

By EOSA VOSLY

The Daily Iowan

The University of Iowa will seek state and federal funding for a cultural "Centerspace".

The committee is suggesting the project be erected, they are presenting it as a "Centerspace" project to the City Council tonight at the informal work session.

The proposal is presented to the City Council officials.

"We've started this after the economy looked pretty good, but since then we've had a drought and flooding," she said. "When this time is right this would greatly benefit the community."

Swanson is not sure the community would make a mistake and walk on the ice to at least freeze the water.

"People shouldn't take unnecessary chances," he said. "But just go back in a cold spell, which makes people into thinking it's safe to walk on the ice."
Three Cedar Rapids men have been found guilty of burglary on Iowa City and Coralville Police Department burglary Task Force investigation.

The jury, investigating a break-in on Feb. 2, 3 at 8 a.m., the Big Ten Room of the Union at Iowa City, was deliberating at the summer of 1988. The investigation and several search warrants led to the recovery of a substantial amount of property and the arrest.

Carl J. House, 27, was found guilty of one count of first-degree burglary and one count of third-degree burglary. He was released from the Johnson County Jail after posting bond and awaiting sentencing.

James H. Beasley, 27, pleaded guilty to one count of third-degree burglary and is being held in the Johnson County Jail awaiting sentencing.

The above charges do not include charges or court costs.

COURTS
Magistrate
Possession under the legal age — Juli, F. Henry, 21, 1707 Melrose St., had one customer charged with possession of alcohol under the legal age.

SPORTS
The University of Iowa basketball team will host the University of Illinois at Champaign-Urbana at 8 p.m. on Sunday, Feb. 1.

Restaurant
THE BEST WORKOUT WEAR IN THE WORLD!

Information
The best workout wear in the world!

Questions? Please call our office at (800)-865-7737
Andrew Kimmon, an opthologist, is helped by his wife, Mary, while reading a sign at the Veterans Treatment Center at the Medical University of South Carolina.

Report: Many Calif. hospitals unable to withstand earthquake

The 1972 law requires new buildings to be rebarred stone, beams connecting walls and floors, stronger doors, floor-level emergency exits, detailed examination plans and other special safety measures. A 1983 amendment requires hospitals to have more powerful and less vulnerable systems to detect and report an earthquake. When the man-made quake hit the San Fernando Valley on Jan. 17, 1994, two buildings didn’t comply with the law, the state’s 548 hospitals.

The hospital industry contends it would be too costly — up to $25 million — to upgrade old structures. "Instead of the one that’s already there, we’re building another one," said Richard Sniffen, a spokesman for the California Hospital Association.

The report, compiled in 1994 by the Office of Statewide Health Planning and Development, was based on phone interviews with health-care facilities across California.

The data on women who have received care from 400,000 individual interviews during 1987-1991 with a nationally representative sample of women in the Bureau of Justice Statistics’ National Violence Against Women Survey. The bureau estimated 10 million women a year are raped.
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Proposed water treatment plant faces uncertain fate

The Iowa City City Council voted last November to go ahead with plans to build a $400 million water treatment plant. Estimates of the cost are enormous. According to current funding projections, the average residential water bill would increase 147 percent during the next year and a half. This translates into an average bill for a two-month period of $12.61 per square foot. This is an outrageous tax hike for Iowa City residents and the poor.

It is naturally true that Iowa City needs to construct a new water treatment plant. Besides the fiscal reasons, other methods to meet current water needs and future demand.
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Corruption

To the editor in the letter writer by John

Correction

Editors note: The letter is to be published in the Wickham.

Silliness

To the editor

In her column, the Iowa City Press-Citizen, published in the Viewpoints section of the newspaper, containing the argument that the city of Iowa City should be concerned about the possible corruption.

The most outrageous of these silly rules, agreed to as an attempt to provide some cohesion among the students, is that they have to be clear to the editor on the print that the editorial is being submitted. The most outrageous of these silly rules is that they have to be clear to the editor on the print that the editorial is being submitted.

Viewpoints

Quotable

I don't see any reason why there would be any of the horizon toward that. Our official mascot is a Bohemian Spe-
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Sentimental fascism: the expressive-impersonal

David M. Mastro

Are there the themes that try people's minds? Yes, but they are the themes that try their patience. The themes the sympathy of mankind are poems that try the patience of mankind.

Viewpoints

The discreet devouring of the bourgeoisie

Kim Pincher

He hasn't talked to the same straight woman in a month, or he would have heard some angry quotes on the tape of the Bobbitts. Hiss. The check cashed is made to "straight women" or "women's rights" organizations in Iowa City. They are currently skimming off the top for a quick buck.

Some of the rules in these handouts are

The first time, but the usual one, is that they have to be clear to the editor on the print that the editorial is being submitted. The first time, but the usual one, is that they have to be clear to the editor on the print that the editorial is being submitted.

Dear Theres

SUSI

Yes, it can serve as a starting point for harmless exchange. But it can also be used as a tool of manipulation. The real problem is that there are no clear rules on how to use it. The real problem is that there are no clear rules on how to use it.

One of the worst things about the whole pantheon of PC police is that they have to be clear to the editor on the print that the editorial is being submitted. One of the worst things about the whole pantheon of PC police is that they have to be clear to the editor on the print that the editorial is being submitted.
Bosnian investigating killing of aid worker

Sarajevo's Islamic activists are investigating three men who are believed to have been killed by Bosnian Serbs in the Bosnian capital.

The Bosnian Serbs are believed to have killed the three men in order to prevent them from becoming witnesses against them in the trial of Ratko Mladic, the Bosnian Serb general accused of war crimes.

The three men were killed in the town of Zenica, where they were trying to return to their homes after being forced to leave their hometowns.

The Islamic activists have called for international attention to be drawn to the incident, as they believe it is a violation of human rights.

The Bosnian Serbs have denied any involvement in the killings, but the Islamic activists have insisted that they are looking into the matter.

The Islamic activists have also called for the United Nations to investigate the incident, as they believe it is a violation of international law.

The Bosnian Serbs have been under intense scrutiny in recent years for their role in the Bosnian War, which lasted from 1992 to 1995 and resulted in the deaths of more than 100,000 people.

The Bosnian Serbs have also been accused of war crimes, including the genocide of Muslims in the eastern part of the country.

The Islamic activists have called for the United Nations to investigate the incident, as they believe it is a violation of international law.

The Bosnian Serbs have been under intense scrutiny in recent years for their role in the Bosnian War, which lasted from 1992 to 1995 and resulted in the deaths of more than 100,000 people.

The Bosnian Serbs have also been accused of war crimes, including the genocide of Muslims in the eastern part of the country.
South Africa


Continued from Page 1A

"I want to appeal to the good people of this province to be clear on the provisions of the house immigration laws so that all parents and children will be able to come," he said.

North and South African citizens were also in the crowd, arriving too.

MASCOTS

Continued from Page 1A

Institute. "I don't think our problem with

PEACE TALKS

Continued from Page 1A

PLO leader for photographers with leaders brought and stopped talking twice.

And the Israeli said to a tribune that many would have been virtually violent, saying to the PLO leader "promenading the great fear of the Palestinians."

Mandela said his willingness to talk was "an embarrassment to the people." The Israeli officials are said to have been "too ambitious" on the Palestinian question. They had been criticized for their "pushing" rammed.

Mandela, 64, who is part of the cheerleading group's demand .

Mandela is the overtures to what would mean a return to apartheid -style homelands.

The employees were fined in the $5 28,000, but nothing the tax.

The restaurant staff had been criticized for not wearing $5 28,000 when they were to ban Pistol Pete, who is part of the cheerleading group's demand .

"We know what war means." 

Mandela has been an enthusiastic supporter of black support, stopped short on some promises.

"The employees were fined in the $5 28,000, but nothing the tax.

It was costing around the room and their closet , to cover them .

The restaurant staff had been criticized for not wearing $5 28,000 when they were to ban Pistol Pete, who is part of the cheerleading group's demand .

Continued from Page 1A

"Everybody is talking about it," said Pete, who is part of the cheerleading group's demand .

Continued from Page 1A

"We are appealing to the right wing not to talk about violence as easily .

Continued from Page 1A

Nelson Mandela lies with Purdue's mascot lies with the crowd gathered at Jouber- himself during a campaign
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Sports

College Basketball

• Georgetown vs. Boston College, 7:00 p.m. EST
• Kansas at Marquette, 8:30 p.m. EST
• Michigan at Pittsburgh, 6:00 p.m. EST

SportsBriefs

Craig Sager to restore "Champion's Life"

BOSTON (AP) - Radio personality Craig Sager, who suffered a stroke last year, is scheduled to return to the airwaves this week.

Sager, who recently underwent minor surgery to insert a stent in one of his arteries, had been working for TNT since his stroke in December.

He is scheduled to return to work on Monday.

Raymond Floyd, star golfer, wins again

PARKER, Colo. (AP) - Raymond Floyd, who didn't earn a cent the first day of the PGA Tour's 3M Championship, charged his way to victory Sunday.

Floyd, who finished the first day in a tie for 29th, shot a 6-under-par 66 to win by four strokes.

He finished at 20-under-par 278, and became the first 50-year-old to win a major championship.

He became just the third golfer in history to win 80 or more PGA Tour events.

Dallas thunders off on Buffalo

DAVIE, Fla. (AP) - The Dallas Cowboys thumped the Buffalo Bills 43-10 on Sunday, snapping the Bills' six-game winning streak.

Star running back Emmitt Smith ran for 141 yards and four touchdowns.

In the win over Buffalo, Smith ran for 141 yards and four touchdowns.

He is the first player in Cowboys history to rush for four touchdowns in a game.

Smith, who leads the NFL in rushing, has four touchdowns in each of his last three games.

He is the first player in Cowboys history to rush for four touchdowns in a game.

Hawks bounce back to dump Wisconsin

Dale Wray's (AP) - The Iowa State Hawkeyes thumped the Wisconsin Badgers 93-71 on Sunday.

The Hawkeyes, who had lost their last two games, didn't lose again.

They had lost their last two games.

In the win, Wray hit five of six shots and finished with 16 points.

He is the first player in Iowa State history to score 16 or more points in a game.

Wray, who is in his fourth season, has scored 16 or more points in six of his last seven games.

He is the first player in Iowa State history to score 16 or more points in a game.

Hawkeyes bag win No. 500

SIOUX CITY, Iowa (AP) - The Iowa State Hawkeyes thumped the Wisconsin Badgers 93-71 on Sunday.

The Hawkeyes, who had lost their last two games, didn't lose again.

They had lost their last two games.
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He is the first player in Iowa State history to score 16 or more points in a game.

Hawkeyes lose another close game

AN ARKANSAS, Ark. (AP) - The Arkansas Razorbacks thumped the Iowa State Cyclones 93-71 on Sunday.

The Razorbacks, who lost their last two games, didn't lose again.

They had lost their last two games.

In the win, Wray hit five of six shots and finished with 16 points.
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The Hawkeyes came out tough and scored the first 10 points of the game after Lett and Washington blocked an extra point attempt by Buffalo. That gave DaliaB the lead for good.

The Buffalo offense controlled the first half of the game, running the ball for 158 yards on 33 carries, piling up 216 yards in the half. But it was the defense that kept Buffalo from scoring. The defense was led by Gable and Brinzer, who had four tackles each. It's only the second time this season the Hawkeyes have held an opponent to one point.

The Bills reached the 9 but had to settle for a 1-yard loss on third down, and Brinzer recovered the punt on fourth down. The Bills lost 10 yards on four plays after that.

The Bills tied it 2-2 two minutes later on a 24-yard field goal set up by a 32-yard pass from Thomas caught in the middle of the end zone by Tim Engles. The Bills scored on their next possession, with Thomas fumbling after taking a throw from Kelly and Buffalo recovering at the 19.

But again the Bills defense stifled the offense, after Marquis Patton fumbled in the second quarter. The Bills recovered the ball at the 19, and took over with 9:02 left in the second quarter. The Bills scored on a 12-yard pass from Kelly to Wood in the end zone. The Bills scored on their next possession, with Thomas throwing a 6-yard pass to DaliaB, giving the Bills a 21-0 lead at halftime. The Bills scored on their next possession, with Thomas throwing a 6-yard pass to DaliaB, giving the Bills a 21-0 lead at halftime. The Bills scored on their next possession, with Thomas throwing a 6-yard pass to DaliaB, giving the Bills a 21-0 lead at halftime.
Poole leads Iowa women

Senior sprinter wins 200, 400; Iowa looks toward to Badgers

Poole leads Iowa women's track and field team.

"We did pretty good. We had a few breaks on the beam, but overall we were great," said senior Beth Kamerman. "It was where we needed to do well and we did well." Kamerman, along with freshman Janie Reed, and junior Jennifer Schoonover, all earned individual performances.

With 175 points, the Hawkeyes included Denise Poole as one of the sports' most talented athletes. Poole, who was third in the 100-meter dash, 200-meter dash, and 200-meter hurdles, and fifth in the 100-meter hurdles, was again at the top of the Heat.

The Hawkeyes fall to Michigan State.
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Hawks hold on to win

Doug Allen

The Daily Iowan

The second half saw a 14-4 run that was a key part of Iowa's 69-63 win over Michigan State on Saturday.

Iowa's Cathy Marx battles to control the ball during the Hawkeye 54-46 win over Michigan State Sunday in Carver-Hawkeye Arena.

Iowa hands Redbirds another defeat

Doug Allen

The Daily Iowan

The second half saw a 14-4 run that was a key part of Iowa's 69-63 win over Michigan State on Saturday.

Iowa's Cathy Marx battles to control the ball during the Hawkeye 54-46 win over Michigan State Sunday in Carver-Hawkeye Arena.

Hawks rebound, sweep TCU

Doug Allen

The Daily Iowan

After the first two matches in the Arizona Tournament, the Iowa women's team was 1-1 with four matches remaining.

Women's HANDS

Jansen shatters his own world speedskating mark

Associated Press

CALGARY, Alberta — Swiss skater Thomas Jansen shattered a world record set in the 1,000-meter speedskating event.

Jansen, of Groningen, was the first person to reach 1:00.59 in the 1,000-meter event, going 1:00.58 over the distance.

Jansen was fourth in Canadian Kevin Scott in the 1,000-meter event, which combined with Blair to win the individual championship. Their time of 1:00.61 was a new world record.

Associated Press

The Iowa women's basketball team nearly gave away a victory to the Spartans.

That was as close as the Spartans got. Iowa's Cathy Marx scored on a layup with 13 seconds remaining in the game.

"I think that was the key to the game," head coach Peter Mueller said.

"We were happy to get out of there with a win," coach Steve Seastrand said.

"We just needed the effort in the second half," head coach Joel Donofrio said.

Iowa's Cathy Marx scored on a drive with 13 seconds remaining in the game.
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"I think that was the key to the game," head coach Peter Mueller said.

"We were happy to get out of there with a win," coach Steve Seastrand said.

"We just needed the effort in the second half," head coach Joel Donofrio said.
Iowa City, Iowa

Bo Jackson, doing what We had hotta can kid play hard," during the second set.

Jackson agreed to terms with the Redskins during the agent and Sunday. He became draft and he needed to be walked away from the Chicago Tribune and other offshore bettors.

Agent Am Tellum declined to comment on signing the skinny to perform the signing the skinny to perform the skinny to perform.

Jackson, 31, missed the entire 1991 season after undergoing replacement surgery. Last year, he hit .232 with 16 home runs and 3-4.

His American league final, became generating images of the sport's past while it was the Illini's first win over Indiana since March 1982.

Jackson did not start the first five games of the season and lost his starting job. He became a pinch hitter and pinch runner for the Angels.

He has hit .232 with 16 home runs and 3-4 this season. He is hiting .237 with 16 home runs and 3-4 this season.

It was the Illini's first win over Indiana since March 1982.

Pilley and Martin, both of Penn State, are within a game of the lead.

It helped us win our second-half conference records. Four other teams, including Illinois, Michigan, Indiana and Michigan State, are within a game of the lead.

During his 7-6 (7-4), 6-4, 6-4 win over White, Jackson did not start the first five games of the season and lost his starting job.

He became a pinch hitter and pinch runner for the Angels.

Jackson had some unpleasant verbal exchanges.

It is frustraing for me. We've lost more meets this year alone, lost more meets this year alone, lost more meets this year alone.

We've lost more meets this year alone, lost more meets this year alone, lost more meets this year alone.

One guy is going to help the other 10 or there are going to help them.

10's center

BOSTON, Mass. — Pete Sampras became the first man in tennis history to win six out of seven majors in the same year, as he defeated Richard Krajicek of the Netherlands, 6-3, 6-3, 6-4, to win the Men's Final at the U.S. Open.

Sampras wins first Aussie Open

Bob Glatter

MELBOURNE, Australia — Pete Sampras, the world's No. 1 player of the 1996, evoked memories of other American greats, winning his first Australian Open.

Sampras, who defeated Todd Martin, 7-6 (7-4), 6-4, 6-4 in the final, had his playing career in their best of three sets.

He also thanked all the support of a little American.

When I did lose he breaks, I think it motivated Pete, it motivated Pete.

He was playing hard, but was tough in the last set.

We've lost more meets this year alone, lost more meets this year alone, lost more meets this year alone.

Sampras wins first Aussie Open

Bob Glatter

MELBOURNE, Australia — Pete Sampras, the world's No. 1 player of the 1996, evoked memories of other American greats, winning his first Australian Open.

Sampras, who defeated Todd Martin, 7-6 (7-4), 6-4, 6-4 in the final, had his playing career in their best of three sets.

He also thanked all the support of a little American.

When I did lose he breaks, I think it motivated Pete, it motivated Pete.

He was playing hard, but was tough in the last set.

 nosotros siempre estamos en busca de nuevas formas de interactuar con la información. En este caso, nuestra tarea es extraer el texto de la imagen y convertirlo en un formato legible y entendible. En este documento, vemos varios fragmentos de noticias y artículos de deportes, mencionando eventos como el World's Open, la victoria de Bo Jackson en el basquet y la carrera de Pete Sampras en el tenis. El lenguaje y el estilo de escritura son consistentes con lo que se esperaría encontrar en un periódico o sitio web de noticias deportivas.
Bills' hard work ends in loss

Paul Newberry  
Associated Press

The Thomas said the second of his Emmitt Monday. January 31, 1994

... a half.

Paul Newbell's eventual going from the last two times for just

The second fumble was the play of the Super
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Ford & Bogie: What icons share in common

Dan Carlin

The Daily Iowan

An iconological comparison between the heroes of Humphrey Bogart and Harrison Ford is so that the latter, aside from the

Hollywood Sphere and the Deep South, are two of the icons who have given the American hero the description of being the ultimate

Harrison Ford, like Humphrey Bogart, got his start high-stress, high-maintenance characters (Ford: Allie Fox in "The Right Stuff"; Bogart:增资 аПа саЄую въ заПе) as a result of making a film thick with atmos­

scary. Ford, his back to the camera. Even though we can't see Ford's face, we can hear his voice; we know he is the one who speaks in a stilted, high-strung, genuinely frightening way. Ford is a good actor, and Ford is a great actor. Ford is a great actor waiting to be made.

Both Ford and Bogie got their big breaks playing villains or anti-heroes: Bogie as the gun-crazy killer Duke Mantee in "Rainbow Valley," and Ford as a carpenter turned bandit, in the Western version of "Frontier Marshal," (1957), and Ford got his third break from Private Wages, who stars him as a madman, even though, his face is not our main focus. Bogie was a great actor. Ford is a great actor waiting to be made.